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Success
“The ComColor has made
my job so much easier. I’m in
seventh heaven. The ComColor
is the best thing that has ever
happened.”
Jan Meeuwsen,Office Manager,
De Bryun Seed Company, Inc.

De Bruyn Seed Company, Inc.
De Bruyn Seed Company, Inc.
was established in 1959 and
provides a full line of vegetable
and flower seeds, seed potatoes,
onion sets, field seeds, native
grass seed, bird seed, pet food,
and high-quality tulip bulbs for
the home gardener and the farm
market. It is well known as a
supplier of high-quality, openpollinated vegetable seeds that
are often difficult to find. For
over 50 years, De Bruyn Seed
Company has focused on the
customer. The company operates
a retail lawn and garden store
as well as a website and hosts a
weekly radio show so that they
can reach people all over the
world.

color laser printer and a black
and white copier to handle De
Bruyn’s printing needs, but the
printer and copier were slow and
prone to jams and breakdowns.
She also outsourced her
catalog and seed packets to a
local commercial printer, but
was frustrated with the long
turnaround times and the lack of
flexibility.

copier. After the newsletter was
printed, it still needed to be
folded, an operation that took
additional time and resources.
With the ComColor, the
newsletter was produced in color
in just 20 minutes—and it came
out of the printer folded, stapled,
and ready to go. Meeuwsen was
immediately sold on the RISO
ComColor printer.

“I was skeptical at first when
the RISO was first mentioned,”
explains Meeuwsen. “We are not
a print shop, we are a seed store.
But with the amount of printing
that I was doing here and with
what needed to be outsourced, I
was willing to give it a try.”

It’s hard to imagine that a fullcolor printer could help a seed
company, but that’s just what
happened when De Bruyn Seed
Company brought in the RISO
ComColor® 7050 high-speed,
full-color printer as part of its inplant printing operation. Before
ComColor, Office Manager Jan
Meeuwsen was using a 40 ppm

One of the first print jobs
that Meeuwsen tried on
the ComColor was the De
Bruyn retail store’s quarterly
newsletter. The time savings
were immediate. Meeuwsen
printed 600 copies of the 11" x
17" duplexed newsletter, and the
printing would normally take
all day on the black-and-white

In the past,
Meeuwsen
had to special
order 70,000
3.5" x 5.5"
seed
envelopes
at a time
from a local
commercial
printer, and
Seed Envelopes
she would
wait 12 to 20 weeks to receive
them. All of the envelopes were
the same: black and white only,
with check boxes to indicate the
type of seeds inside. She often
manually adhered labels in order
to add seed-specific information,
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another time-consuming
process. Now with the ComColor,
Meeuwsen can customize the
envelopes with a full-color photo
and description, which makes
it easier for the customer to
choose the seeds they need.
Meeuwsen has designed 300
different customized seed
envelopes that she prints as
needed. The cost savings are
dramatic as well: A full-color
seed envelope costs just 7 cents
on the ComColor, compared to
25 cents for the black and white
version.
“The RISO saves bundles and
bundles of time—it’s worth its
weight in gold!” says Meeuwsen.
“The ComColor lets me print
what I need when I need it, with
no huge amounts of inventory.”
Newspaper inserts are another
item that has been impacted
by the ComColor. “In the past, I

Two-Sided Newspaper Insert

have designed inserts to put in
the area newspapers, 8.5" x 11"
full color, printed both sides,”
states Meeuwsen. “These would
have to be printed off site. We
do two to three inserts per
year, 20,000 at a time.” The
turnaround time on this was
substantial: the inserts would
need to be at the print shop
eight weeks before the insertion
date. Now with ComColor,
Meeuwsen can print the week
before the inserts are due. This
is significant for a company that
sells seeds, as it allows De Bruyn
to coordinate its message with
the current weather conditions
that impact the growing season.
The De Bruyn seed catalog is
one of the main vehicles used to
communicate with customers.
Before ComColor, Meeuwsen
outsourced the 36-page fullcolor catalog, printing 3,000
copies at a time—a two-year
supply. Although this made
sense economically, it was
difficult for the company.
Meeuwsen explains, “This
was frustrating as varieties
change, some seeds become
unavailable, etc. So in the second
year the catalog was obsolete
and I needed to add a sheet
explaining what was and wasn’t
available.” With the ComColor
printer, Meeuwsen printed 600
catalogs in one day. “ONE DAY,
not the 4 weeks of lead time

36-Page, Full-Color Catalog

needed before with the local
print shop.” By printing only the
amount she needs, Meeuwsen
is able to update the catalog
as items change so that the
catalog is always current for
customers. Meeuwsen estimates
that printing in house saved De
Bruyn Seed Company over 50%
in printing costs as well.
“In the life before ComColor, I
spent a lot of my time by the
printers and copy machine,”
explains Meeuwsen. “The guys
that work here use to call my
little cubicle ‘Jan’s Print Shop’
because of all the time spent
there. Life after ComColor, I
no longer spend half my day
printing, undoing paper jams and
waiting for things to print. This
leaves me free to do my other
jobs and have more time to
spend in our retail store.”
Meeuwsen loves her ComColor
printer: “The ComColor has
made my job so much easier.
I’m in seventh heaven. The
ComColor is the best thing that
has ever happened.”

